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Promoting British Values Statement  

 
This statement should be read in conjunction with the PSHE and Citizenship Policy, the Single Equality Policy, Behaviour and RE policies. 
 
School Mission Statement 
  
'Investing in Individuals – Transforming lives' 
 
We believe that investing in individuals will help us transform lives and therefore we strive for excellence  
in all aspects of the life of the school. 
  
Excellence in: 

 The quality of learning which pupil's experience. 
 The quality of teaching that we provide. 
 The richness of the environment in which they learn. 
 The quality of opportunity we provide, regardless of ethnicity, gender or disability. 

At Broomfield, South SILC, we firmly believe and are committed to teaching of values which promote cohesiveness within our school and community. We believe that these 
values which traditionally underpin British Society should permeate all aspects of school life and be upheld by every member of the school and wider community. Every 
member of the school community should feel confident and secure in their responsibility to promote British Values. 
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Definition of British Values 
 

 In 2011, the government defined British Values as: 
 

 Democracy,  

 The rule of law,  

 Individual liberty,  

 Mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs.  
 

This guidance was initially published to further strengthen the previous guidance published in improving the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils to 
ensure young people leave school prepared for modern life in Britain. In November 2014, the government outlined that all schools must now have a clear strategy for 
embedding these values and show how their work has been effective in doing so.  

We at Broomfield promote these values through our own school values, curriculum delivery, and the school offer and enrichment activities. The purpose of our actions will 

ensure all pupils at Broomfield have a voice that is listened to and through the school based activities outlined in Appendix 1 we have identified how we embed these values. 

Measures are in place to allow us to judge the impact of our work through our assessment procedures and processes.  

Aims 
Broomfield will prepare pupils for life in modern day Britain where the population has an increasingly rich diversity of backgrounds, origins, beliefs and cultures by promoting 
the values on which our society has been built. By teaching pupils these values we will help all to become good citizens of the United Kingdom. 
 
 
Broomfield South SILC strives to promote British Values by providing opportunities which will enable our pupils to; 
 

 Develop and demonstrate an understanding of the values which underpin life in modern day Britain. 

 Value democracy, respect the viewpoints of others, having a voice, and to stand up for right against wrong. 

 Learn to uphold the rule of law and support freedom, justice and equality. 

 Value and respects peoples’ differences. 

 Have a mutual respect, tolerance for and an understanding of the various faiths and beliefs represented in Britain today. 

 Understand and value the rich diversity that other citizens from different cultures, religions and backgrounds bring and contribute to our society. 

 Develop an awareness and tolerance of communities different to their own. 

 Show empathy and cares for the poor, the sick, the old, the weak and vulnerable as valued members of our society 

 Become loyal and patriotic citizens of the United Kingdom 
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Roles and Responsibilities  

The Governing Body  

It is the responsibility of the Governing Body to ensure that strategies for promoting British Values are in place and reviewed annually as appropriate. Governors are 
also responsible for ensuring systems are in place to monitor the effectiveness and impact of the strategies. 

 

 

 

The role of the Principal and Leadership Team (SLT & MLT) 

It is the responsibility of the Principal and SLT to provide leadership and vision in promoting British Values and monitor, review and evaluate its impact to ensure our pupils 
develop into responsible citizens who are able to make a positive contribution to society.  

 

All staff are responsible for taking every opportunity to promote British Values through the curriculum, planning, enrichment activities, resources and school displays. Staff will 
assess and monitor progress through the schools Assessment, Recording and Reporting procedures. 
All adults will act as role models for our pupils. 
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APPENDIX 1 – How Broomfield South SILC promotes British Values 

Value – Democracy 

How Broomfield promotes Democracy 

Impact 

Links to the school Mission Statement and strapline ; 

‘Investing in Individuals, Transforming Lives’ 

We believe that investing in individuals will help us transform lives and 
therefore we strive for excellence  
in all aspects of the life of the school. 
  
Excellence in: 
• The quality of learning which pupil's experience. 
• The quality of teaching that we provide. 
• The richness of the environment in which they learn. 
• The quality of opportunity we provide, regardless of ethnicity, gender or 
disability. 
 

Links to the Broomfield Code of Conduct and School Council 

We have an elected School Council consisting of 2 representatives from each 
class. Pupils elect a Chair and a Deputy. The School Council is an opportunity to 
promote and teach about democracy (views of others) and the electoral 
process. 

  The work of the School Council in all our settings is high profile. They 
meet on a monthly basis and bring items to the meeting raised by their 
peers Their opinions are valued and have contributed to the 
development of the school.  The school council discusses how to obtain 
the views of others through surveys, class visits, site visits and meetings 
with Governors and staff/visitors across each school settings. Agenda 
items are published and cascaded to the staff to ensure they are 
discussed beforehand. 

All stakeholders including pupils and parents had a vote and as a result the 
school strapline is owned by all. 

 

Pupil voice recognised and listened to – The Broomfield School Code of 
Conduct was developed through a whole school consultation process 
involving all the pupils. Therefore our pupils have ownership of the rules they 
have devised, agreed and follow. 

The pupils have identified and decided upon a set of rules cascaded through 
school for behaviour at break time and for walking around school. The latest 
Pupils and Parents survey show that pupils feel safe and secure at Broomfield. 

 

 Agenda items underpin the developments of the School Improvement Plan. 

Behaviour and safety of the school further informed. 

Governance of the school further informed 

Pupil led Curriculum surveys inform the school of pupil engagement and 
enjoyment of the provision, and identify areas for development which then 
form part of the School Improvement Plan eg Science 
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 The Assistant Principal facilitates the meetings which are attended by 
various other members of staff including members of the school 
governors to gather the views of the pupils. 

 The school council are involved in our recruitment process by 
interviewing candidates and feeding back to the interview panel. The 
School Council choose their own questions based on contributions from 
their classes 

 The Schools Council has its own dedicated central notice board 
containing; 

Photographs of the School Council and their role 

 Agenda ,minutes of meetings  and dates of next meeting are published  

A suggestions box 

 The outcomes of school council meetings are reported to the full 
Governing body of the school each term Our Chair of the School Council 
was a SILC representative in the Leeds SILC Parliament 

  Classes vote for their Council representative, class rules and motto 

 Classes make their decisions based on a majority vote regarding 
accessing the community and enrichment activities. 

Links to the curriculum 

 Democracy is promoted throughout the curriculum. The PSHE, Maths 
and Citizenship and Art LTP focus on Justice, The electoral system and 
Parliament and respecting diversity. 

         In this way we can secure pupil voice. 

 

 

 

SMSC outcomes addressed in an informed way; all pupils at Broomfield make 
progress within SMSC  

Long term planning maps curriculum provision for all pupils ensuring equality 
of opportunity for all learners. 

The tracking of pupil progress and the development of our holistic assessment 
enables school to monitor individual achievements. 

Broomfield held a mini- election where all staff and pupils voted for 
candidates, giving our pupils further insight into understanding the concept of 
Democracy. 
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Value – The rule of Law 

How Broomfield promotes the Rule of Law 

Impact 

Links to the school Code of Conduct and Behaviour policy 

We have high expectations about pupil conduct and this is reflected in our 
Behaviour Policy and school Code of Conduct 

 Positive behaviour strategies and support plans guide learners in identifying 
ways they can act towards others 

 Personal Targets address behaviour in a consistent and informed way 

 Good behaviour and consistent demonstration of our values is recognised 
through such things as ‘Achievers of the Week ‘ and Quality Moments  Special 
Mentions’  in our whole school assembly every Friday afternoon 

At the end of the Summer term the school governors award certificates for 
exceptional progress and behaviour   

 Governors scrutinise behaviour data at full Governor meetings  

Through our behaviour and Code of Conduct  code pupils are taught how to 
earn trust and respect and supported to develop a strong sense of morality; 
knowing right from wrong and doing the right thing even when it’s difficult and 
they find it challenging 

Through our safeguarding policy and  regular safeguarding training  (whole staff) 

The School Code of Conduct ; 

 Be sensible; in class, in the precinct, in the dining hall, in the car park, on 
the bus. 

 Listen to; each other, and adults 

 Take care of; yourself, your friends, your school 

 Say; ‘Please’ , ‘Thank you’, ‘Hello’ appropriately and ‘Goodbye’ 

 

Behaviour policy and behaviour plans identify triggers and de-escalation 
techniques to assist pupils in reflecting and changing their own behaviour and 
behaviour  towards others 

 Anti-bullying policy ensures succinct record keeping enables staff to 
determine alternative strategies within any behaviour plans written. Low 
incidents of bullying 

 Pupil celebrations recognise achievements within our school strapline &  
mission statement - 

 ‘Investing in Individuals, Transforming Lives’ 

Pupils and Parents/carers help determine pupils Personal targets  which 
strengthen relationships and promote 

 Pupils celebrate achievements throughout the school within weekly timetable 
(assemblies) 

Whole school and  departmental celebration of recognising pupils 
achievements  academically and holistically  in SMSC 

Governance of the school further informed leading to opportunities to 
scrutinise data and challenge outcomes 

 Behaviour and safety within the school further strengthened through robust 
CPD staff training and procedures.  

Outcomes which support the well-being of learners within the school are 
implemented within structured  sessions; pupils’ wellbeing development is 
recognised and informed 

The Schools Council in consultation with classes have devised the school Code 
of Conduct and because of this sense of ownership, our pupils have a strong 
sense of right and wrong. 
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Links to the curriculum 

 PSHE and SRE schemes of work 

 Personal targets 

 Positive Behaviour Plans 

The school offers a variety of  lunchtime clubs including Lego and Dance sessions 
to support the development of  emotional and social skills 

 

 

Pupils successes recognised and celebrated in department and whole school 
assemblies 

Pupils workbooks and online assessment Evisense’ shows and celebrates pupils 
progress 

Behaviour data analysed and informs future planning. 

Improved sense of well – being, confidence and emotional development of 
individual pupils. 
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Value – Individual Liberty 

How Broomfield promotes the Individual Liberty 

Impact 

 

Links to the school Mission Statement; 

Our school mission statement sets out our ethos and belief that everyone in our 
school is valued and has the right to be the best they can be. 

‘Broomfield is committed to providing an environment in which all pupils can feel 
safe, happy, accepted and integrated so that they are able to develop to their full 
potential.’ 

 

Links to the School Code of Conduct; 

All classes have class rules and a motto which are devised and agreed by the 
pupils and are relevant and meaningful to individuals 

School Values 

Lego Brick Wall of individual ‘Special Mentions’ 

Our curriculum promotes the fostering of individual liberty through; 

An Early Years pupil centred curriculum  

PSHE/ Citizenship/ SRE/ RE scheme of work 

E Safety – pupils are taught how to keep themselves safe through the Computing 
LTP , posters around school and a whole school half termly focus on E safety week 

WRL  

Participating in inter school sporting activities 

Friday afternoon mixed groups ‘CREATE’ session 

Individual Pupil Passports and profiles 

Outcomes of EHCP’s  and Careers advice, where the pupils’ wishes, dreams and 
aspirations support  the process and their future 

Pupils are taught and recognise that they are valued as an individual and their 
opinions are important to us. 

Pupil’s aspirations and choices are recognised and therefore inform the 
development of our provision and offer. Our curriculum is flexible and multi- 
faceted. 

Pupils feel empowered by devising their own class rules and motto which 
develops their confidence and self- worth. This helps to inform and promote 
positive behaviour and self -regulation. 

 

The curriculum is personalised and differentiated to suit individuals and 
learning styles. This encourages engagement, enjoyment and an environment 
where pupils make progress over time. 

Our classrooms and learning environments are conducive to suit varying 
learning styles and promote well- being which is essential to learning. 

Our Friday afternoon Creative sessions – ‘CREATE’ support pupils in developing 
their imagination, recognising individual interests and foster positive 
relationships. 

Curriculum surveys show that our pupils enjoy their learning and enjoy coming 
to school. 

Pupils learn to work together whilst developing an understanding that 
everyone has something to offer 

Outcomes from  EHCP reviews are incorporated into the school offer and 
targeted support ensures pupils feel valued and make progress 

Celebrating achievements in assembly provides an opportunity where all 
achievements are valued and recognised however small the steps might be. 

This fosters a sense of pride and self – esteem 
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Enrichment activities for example, Residentials, and school clubs, participation in 
the annual Leeds Peace Poetry competition. 

Personalised Learning is a key aspect of our curriculum offer and delivery 

Individual achievements are celebrated in assembly and on the school website 

 

The E Safety procedures which are embedded in school encourage personal 
safety for all our learners. 

By entering the Leeds Peace Poetry competition our pupils have the 
opportunity to use their imagination and express their individual opinions in a 
creative way. School has successfully received certificates of merit and been in 
the prize winner category. Broomfield is proud to be a part of this very 
worthwhile event in our city to which our pupils can make a positive 
contribution. 
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Value – Mutual Respect 

How Broomfield promotes Mutual Respect 

Impact 

Links to the school Mission Statement 

 Concern for the welfare of others 
 Recognition of achievement 

All pupils are treated with mutual respect throughout the daily life of the school. 
Staff guide and support pupils with their behaviour and in the development of 
their PSHE skills. 

We have high expectations of our pupil’s behaviour and conduct which is 
reflected in our Behaviour, Anti-Bullying and Single Equality policies. Pupils are 
encouraged to reflect self- regulate their conduct and develop self – respect as 
well as respect for others. 

Pupils’ achievements are acknowledged and recognised at department and 
whole school assemblies, displays and at ‘Pleased to notice’ briefings 

Links to the School Code of Conduct 

 Listen to; each other, and adults 

 Take care of; yourself, your friends, your school 

Pupils are taught to be co-operative, to work together and respect each other’s 
talents and opinion. 

Our Friday afternoon creative sessions allow for different age ranges and abilities 
to work together, and older pupils to help younger pupils. This fosters teamwork, 
positive relationships, a respect of each other’s talents and barriers to learning 
which they tried hard overcome. 

 

 

 

The school environment celebrates pupil learning and achievements  

Opportunities created to develop respect and self- reflection 

Reduction in negative behaviours for individuals and class rules enable pupils 
to develop an understanding of differences 

 

Pupils show a genuine pride in each other’s achievements and milestones. 
Pupils value and respect each other for who they are. 

The RE scheme of work is based upon the Leeds Agreed Syllabus for RE and is 
reviewed to ensure appropriate breadth and balance for all learners 

SMSC is firmly embedded in school, evidenced in displays, lessons, 
enrichment activities. 

 

Middle Leaders scrutinise MTP’s for coverage and report back to Leadership 
ensuring planning is quality assured. 

Visiting artists and performers create opportunities for our pupils to have 
alternative experiences which and stimulate interest and engagement. 

The school has a raised profile and good relationships in the community. Local 
businesses have taken our pupils on work experience placements giving our 
pupils an opportunity to experience the world of work in a safe and familiar 
setting. 

Our ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ book and links with the local and wider 
community  show the commitment we have to promoting mutual respect and 
supporting others over time. 
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Links to the school curriculum offer 

 Whole School Charity Days 

 Whole school Culture and Language weeks 

 RE and PSHE/ Citizenship scheme of work 

We regularly hold whole school charity events where we can teach the pupils 
how to help and support others less fortunate than themselves. Every year we 
support Children in Need, Macmillan Cancer Support, along with a number of 
other charitable causes. 

We also support a variety of local community initiatives including the local Food 
Bank. 

Our 16+ students participate in the Community Impact programme where they 
are involved in activities to support and promote the local community. 

We utilise the talents and culture of our staff and pupils to hold culture and 
Languages events. We have visiting artists displaying Dance and Music and our 
pupils will prepare and share food in accordance to different cultures. 

Our Creative Curriculum supports the teaching and wider understanding of 
respect and tolerance. We follow the Leeds Agreed Syllabus for RE. Our local 
Vicar and faith leaders attend assemblies to celebrate special events and visits 
have been arranged to local places of worship. 

PSHE LTP actively promote the teaching of mutual respect, tolerance and how 
our pupils can be good UK citizens and take their place in society through  
discrete lessons and a cross- curricular approach. 
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Value – Tolerance of different faiths and beliefs 

How Broomfield promotes Tolerance of different faiths and beliefs 

Impact 

Links to the school Mission Statement 

'Investing in Individuals – Transforming lives' 
  
We believe that investing in individuals will help us transform lives and 
therefore we strive for excellence  
in all aspects of the life of the school. 
  
Excellence in: 

 The quality of learning which pupil's experience. 

 The quality of teaching that we provide. 

 The richness of the environment in which they learn. 

 The quality of opportunity we provide, regardless of ethnicity, gender 
or disability. 

This statement applies to all policies and procedures in school 

Links to the School Code of Conduct &  Behaviour Policy 

 Listen to; each other, and adults 

 Take care of; yourself, your friends, your school 

Our pupils are very respectful and tolerant of each other. They share and 
delight in each other’s success. Pupils behave in a kind and supportive 
manner to each other 

 

 

 

Staff and pupils are clear about the schools’ position and ethos on diversity 
and tolerance and celebrating differences. 

Our recruitment procedures include a breakdown of applicants according to 
ethnicity and disability to ensure we strive to have a staff which is 
representative of the community and school. 

The school environment celebrates learning and pupil achievements through 
displays, assemblies. 

Our Behaviour data shows that there is a clear improvement in individual 
pupil’s behaviour. Termly scrutinising of racial or inequality incidents show 
either zero or very low single figure returns.  

 

Promotes tolerance of other faiths and beliefs. 

 

 

 

 

Opportunities are created to unite the school community through parents 
coffee mornings. Parents, carers and pupils have led whole school assemblies 
at celebratory events such as Eid . This ensures that everyone feels valued 
and promotes a sense of respect and celebration of differences. Comments in 
our Visitors book and external validators eg Investors in Pupils and Mindmate 
show that we are a caring, tolerant school. 

Pupils are able to talk confidently about their views on cultural diversity and 
how we value everyone in school. 
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Behaviour Policy 

For pupils to:- 

 Respect others’ feelings, opinions, culture, religion, ethnicity, 
limitations and the right to individuality 

We have high expectations of behavior and the conduct of our pupils which is 
reflected in all our policies 
Behaviour data is scrutinised for trends over time and impact of interventions. 
Behaviour plans are updated regularly. 
Links to Racial Equality and Single Equality Plan 

Links to the school curriculum offer: 

PSHE scheme of work 

RE scheme of work 

Creative Arts and DT 

Enrichment activities 

Non- academic – holistic opportunities and assessments 

Our PSHE LTP promotes the teaching of diversity and care of the 
environment. 

We follow the Leeds Agreed syllabus for RE which is incorporated into our 
LTP. It offers a wide range of opportunities to study a range of world religions, 
their beliefs, places of worship and festivals as well as Christianity. 

Department and whole school assemblies have a focus on celebrating 
different festivals, beliefs and world events. 

We utilise the various religions and beliefs of staff and pupils to support the 
teaching and understanding of tolerance and respect. 

The end of year pupil reports reflects the opportunities that pupils have 
experienced in the Creative Arts and DT and enrichment activities. 

Pupils continue to be engaged and enjoy their learning. Learning Walks 
undertaken by the school governors have commented upon the pupils’ 
enthusiasm and engagement in their lessons. 

Pupil workbooks, displays and online assessments ‘Evisense’ reflect and 
celebrate each individual pupil’s achievements. 

Pupil progress over time is determined and analysed to continually improve 
provision and outcomes for our pupils and young people. 

School meets statutory guidance in reporting to parents and carers. 

Our assessment and reporting system shows that the pupils at Broomfield are 
very tolerant and respectful of religions and cultures different to their own. 

 

 

 

 


